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3-5TH Straw baling machine NKW100BD

Specialized in recycling and compressing the loose materials like plastic film, PET bottles/Pet bottle balers,
plastic pallets/plastic balers, waste paper/waste paper balers , cartons, card boards trims/scraps, etc.

● Nick Baler Heavy duty close-gate design for more tighter bales
● Hydraulic locked gate ensures more convenient operation
● Hydraulic balers can feed material by conveyor or air-blower or manual.
● PLC control system, It Can automatically inspection feed,it can press to front end each time and
available for manual bunch one-time automatic push bale out and so on process.

The horizontal straw baler is reliable in quality, widely used, stylish in appearance, fine

Model NKW100BD
Hydraulic power 100Ton
Cylinder size Ø220
Bale size（W*H*L） 1100*850*1700mm
Feed opening size（L*W） 1400*2000mm
Bale density 400-450Kg/m3
Capability 3-5T/hour
Bale line 4 Line /Manual strapping
Power 30KW/40HP
Out-bale way Disposable bag out
Bale-wire 10#*4 PCS
Cooling system Cooling Fan
Feeding Device cyclone / conveyor
Machine weight 14000KG
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workmanship, multiple baling slots, easy to operate, and can be equipped with anti-rebound

barbs. Installation teaching, so far.

Advantages of horizontal straw baler:

1. High-pressure plunger pump: low-noise performance steadily improves work efficiency and

prolongs product application time.

2. Lengthened conveying: Conveyor belt feeding is used throughout the entire process, saving

time and effort, and convenient to use.

3. Rail steel bag outlet: automatic microcomputer control electric box, which can realize

automatic feeding, automatic pressing and automatic Baler out, which effectively saves

labor costs.

4. Oil level thermometer. An oil level thermometer is installed on the oil tank of each

horizontal machine, which can monitor the oil level and temperature in real time to adjust

the operation of the machine.

NICKBALER has an experienced and strong production and sales team, focusing on the

production and research and development of horizontal hydraulic balers. www.nickbaler.com
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